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PATIENT CONSENT FORM ADDENDUM 
     Five Microdeletion Panel 

               PanoramaTM Prenatal Screen 
 
Purpose of the Test 

The purpose of the PanoramaTM Prenatal Microdeletion Panel is to screen the fetus for the microdeletion syndromes listed in the 

table below. Your health care provider will determine if this test is appropriate for you and can provide you with more details about 

the microdeletion syndromes screened with this test. . The Five Microdeletion Panel is only available for singleton (one baby) 

pregnancies where there is no egg donor or surrogate. It is not available for twins or pregnancies achieved with an egg donor or 

surrogate. For monozygotic twins only, 22q11.2 deletion may be ordered. 

       Microdeletions Evaluated with Panorama Microdeletion Panel: 
 

22q11.2 deletion syndrome 
(DiGeorge/Velocardiofacial 

syndrome ) 
 

22q11.2 deletion syndrome is usually caused by a small missing piece of chromosome 22.  It is found in about 1 in 2000 
newborns. Most children with this condition have mild-to-moderate intellectual disability and delayed speech and language.  
Many have heart defects, abnormalities involving the palate and/or immune system, and other health problems.  Some 
people with this condition have autism spectrum disorder and some will develop psychiatric illnesses such as schizophrenia 
later in life. 

 
 

1p36 deletion syndrome 

This syndrome is caused by a small missing piece of chromosome 1 and is also called Monosomy 1p36.  About 1 in every 
5000 people has this condition.  Children have moderate-to-severe intellectual disability.  Most children have heart defects. 
Some children may need physical and occupational therapies to help with weak muscle tone. About half of children with 
Monosomy 1p36 have seizures and/or behavioral problems; some have hearing and/or vision loss. 

 
Cri du chat syndrome (5p-) 

This syndrome is caused by a small missing piece of chromosome 5 and is also called 5p minus (5p-) syndrome.  About 1 in 
every 20,000 babies is born with this condition. Babies are usually small at birth with a small brain and head size.  They often 
have breathing and feeding problems.   Children with cri du chat have severe intellectual disability.      

 
Angelman syndrome 

(15q11.2 deletion maternal ) 

Angelman syndrome (AS) is caused by a small missing piece of chromosome number 15, or from inheriting two copies of 
chromosome 15 from one parent and none from the other; there are other rare causes as well.  About 1 in every 12,000 
babies is born with this condition.  Babies often have feeding difficulties and weak muscle tone.  Children have severe 
intellectual disability and motor problems; most have a small brain and head size and some have seizures. Most children do 
not develop speech.     

 
Prader-Willi syndrome 

(15q11.2 deletion paternal) 
 
 
 

Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) is caused by a small missing piece of chromosome number 15, or from inheriting two copies of 
chromosome 15 from one parent and none from the other; there are other rare causes as well.  About 1 in every 10,000 
babies is born with this condition. Babies have weak muscle tone and feeding problems.  Children with PWS typically have 
intellectual disability, behavior problems, and delayed motor and language development.  They also have excessive 
appetites and may become obese and develop diabetes.  
          (Gene Reviews:  www.genereviews.org) 

 

Methods: The additional microdeletion conditions listed above are performed in conjunction with the standard Panorama 
aneuploidy panel only when requested on the test requisition form. Samples are screened for only the chromosome abnormalities 
listed in the standard Panorama consent form and the microdeletion conditions listed above.  Other incidental findings will not be 
reported. 
 
Test Results: Your test results will be sent to the healthcare provider who ordered the test.  
• A ‘low risk’ result for a microdeletion syndrome indicates a reduced chance that your fetus has a specific microdeletion, but 

cannot guarantee the fetus does not have a microdeletion syndrome. 
• A “high risk” result indicates that there is an increased likelihood your fetus has a specific microdeletion syndrome, but does not 

confirm that the fetus has the condition. Prenatal diagnostic testing, such as chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or amniocentesis 
with a microarray is recommended for confirmation. Your healthcare provider will discuss recommended follow-up steps to you, 
which may include referral to a specialist and/or testing on one or both parents.      

• There is a chance that the sample submitted will not return results for one or more of the microdeletion syndromes, even when 
results are received on the standard Panorama aneuploidy panel. Microdeletions of the maternally inherited chromosome are 
not detected below 6.5% fetal fraction for 22q11.2 deletion syndrome and 7% fetal fraction for the additional microdeletion 
syndromes. 
 

Panorama is not a diagnostic test –it will not confirm the presence or absence of a microdeletion syndrome. Therefore, DECISIONS 

ABOUT YOUR PREGNANCY SHOULD NEVER BE MADE BASED ON THESE SCREENING RESULTS ALONE, AS THEY NEITHER CONFIRM 

NOR RULE OUT THE PRESENCE OF MICRODELETION SYNDROME IN THE FETUS.  For definitive results, diagnostic testing should be 

performed during pregnancy or at birth to confirm or rule out a microdeletion syndrome. 


